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In this paper we examine the set of subalgebras of an algebra A over a 
field k from a geometric viewpoint. Richardson showed that when k is 
algebraically closed then the set lL(d,A) of subalgebras of dimension d is 
Zariski-closed in the Grassmannian G(d,A) of d-planes in A [ 131. In 
Section 1 we show that when k is arbitrary then lL(d, A) is the set of k- 
rational points of the variety IL(d, i; @,A). In Section 2 we put some bounds 
on the number of components of this variety and on their dimensions. 
Rational components appear for certain values of d. The rest of the paper is 
concerned with intermediate fields of purely inseparable extensions, the study 
of which was our original motivation. 
As an example of our results we single out one (part of the Corollary to 
Theorem 2.4) derived by algebraic deformation theory because it has a 
purely algebraic statement: Let A be an algebra (possibly of infinite 
dimension) over a field k, let B be a finite-dimensional subalgebra generated 
by r elements, x1 ,..., xr, and suppose that no subalgebra of A which can be 
generated by r or fewer elements has dimension greater than that of B. View 
A/B as a two-sided B-module and let c, ,..., c, be arbitrary elements of A/B. 
If k is large enough (in particular, if k is infinite) then there is a derivation 
q: B -+ A/B with q(xi) = ci for all i. Here A may be assocative, Lie (in which 
case A/B still has a natural structure as a B-module) or commutative and 
associative (in which case A/B may be viewed simply as a left B-module). 
As an illustration of the use of this theorem here is a proof in the case 
where k is infinite of the familiar fact that a finite separable extension K of k 
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has a generating element: a separable algebraic extension of k can have no 
derivation q into a commutative unital module other than u, = 0. For if a is 
any element of the extension and f(x) the irreducible polynomial for a over 
k then 0 = rp(f(a)) =f’(a) p(a) and f’(a) # 0, so q(a) = 0. Now if no single 
a generates all of K, and if L is a subfield of maximum degree which can be 
generated by a single element, then the theorem implies that L has a nonzero 
derivation into K/L, a contradiction. 
Some of the results of this paper are contained in the second author’s 
thesis [lo]. Others, generally indicated where they occur, are due to W. C. 
Waterhouse. We wish to express our particular thanks to him, not only for 
some excellent additions and succinct proofs, but also for saving us from 
some outrageous blunders. 
1. RICHARDSON'S THEOREM 
A finite-dimensional vector space V over an algebraically closed field will 
always be understood to carry the Zariski topology. When the field k is not 
algebraically closed then the (generally coarser) k-topology on v= ,& @ V is 
that in which a set is “k-closed” if it is the locus of zeroes of a set of 
polynomials with coefftcients in k, or what is the same thing, is closed and 
invariant under the automorphisms of v induced by those of k over k. (A 
tensor product without subscript will always be over k.) 
An infinite-dimensional linear space is topologized as the direct limit of its 
finite-dimensional subspaces. 
To extend Richardson’s Theorem to the case where k is not algebraically 
closed, we digress to prove a basic result on Grassmannians because most 
published proofs assume that the characteristic is zero. 
Let V be a finite dimensional k-space, and denote by G(d, V) the set of d- 
dimensional subspaces (“d-subspaces”) of V. Denoting the projective space 
of I-subspaces in /Id V by I’(Ad V), there is natural map G(d, V)- P(Ad v> 
sending a d-subspace W to Ad W. (The projective coordinates of the image 
point are the “Plucker” coordinates of W.) A line lies in the image of this 
map iff it is generated by a “decomposable” element of Ad V, i.e., by one of 
the form U, A ... A vd, with vi E V. Denote the dual of V by V* and the 
image of v E V under an element U* E V* by (u*, v). Then for every r > 0 
we can identify (Ar v)* with Ar(V*) by setting 
(UT A . . . A u,*, v, A ‘** A v,) = det(u?, Vj>i.j-: I.....r’ 
For every r < d there is now a bilinear map 
nv*xi;v+“rr; v, 
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called “interior multiplication,” defined as follows : 
where the sum is taken over a set of representatives of cosets of that 
subgroup of the symmetric group consisting of all permutations carrying 
1 l,..., T} into itself. (The definition is extended bilinearly.) When ZI, ,..., u, is a 
basis for V and UT,..., UC the dual basis then it is easy to check that 
(UT A . . . Au;) J (u, A ..a A ud) = UT J (u; J . . . (u,* J (vi A s-m A u,))), 
from which it follows that the foregoing formula holds for all UT and vi. 
For every w  E Ad V define the “enveloping space” E(w) c V to be 
(Ad-’ V*) J w (cf. [ 14, p. 251). Denoting the enveloping space in v of 
w  E Ad v by J?(W), if w  E Ad VC Ad v, then E(w) is just k @ E(w). Thus, 
the enveloping space of a k-rational point of P(Ad V) is k-rational. (The 
converse is generally false.) 
THEOREM 1.1. If w  E Ad V then E(w) is the smallest subspace W of V 
such that w  E Ad W. (In particular, such a smallest W exists.) 
Proof. If W is any subspace of V then choosing a basis for V which 
begins with one for W and then taking the dual basis for V* one sees readily 
that w  E Ad W implies E(w) c W. It remains therefore to show that 
w  E Ad E(w). 
We proceed by induction on d, the case d = 1 being trivial. Suppose that w  
can be written as a sum of m but no fewer decomposable elements. (One 
calls m the rank of w.) Write w  as u, A wi + a.. + u, A IV,,, with ui E: V, 
wi E Ad-’ W and each summand decomposable. The vi are then linearly 
independent in V. Extending U, ,..., v, to a basis u ,,..., U, of V we may further 
assume that no ui with i = l,..., m appears in the expression of any wi with 
respect to this basis of V. Denoting the dual basis by of,..., u,* one then has 
UT J w = wi, so E(wi) cE(w) for all i. If wi= wi, A a.. A wide1 then the 
inductive hypothesis implies that each wi, is in E(w). Interchanging ui with 
one of the factors of wi shows also that every ui is in E(w) so indeed 
w  E A”E(w). fl 
The proof shows explicitly how to compute E(w). If w  = u, A a.* A vd # 0 
then v , ,..., vd is a basis for E(w). 
THEOREM 1.2. (i) the map G(d, n --t F)(Ad 0 sending a d-subspace w  
of VtoAdWis l-l. 
(ii) The image of E is k-rational, i.e., lies in F)(Ad V), iff w  is k- 
rational, i.e., 12 ii;l= I? @ W for some subspace W of V. 
481/72/l-3 
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Proof. (i) the image consists of all lines generated by decomposable 
elements and on this set the mapping has an inverse: send the line generated 
by w to E(w). 
(ii) If w is rational then so is E(w). I 
We can now identify G(d, e with its image in P(A\” 0. It is easy to 
check that the image is closed and in fact k-closed since it is invariant under 
automorphisms of k over k. (More generally, for every r > d, the set of those 
lines in P(Ad Q having generators w with dim E(w) < r is k-closed.) It is 
also easy to show that if x is a subspace of v with basis x, ,..., xd and if I? is 
a complementary subspace, then there is an isomorphism of 
ry=~x ... x md times) onto an open neighborhood of X (namely that 
consisting of all X’ with p ~7 w= (0)) defined by sending (w, ,..., wd) E p 
to the subspace spanned by x, + w1 ,..., xd + wd. It follows that G(d, q is 
non-singular, rational, irreducible and of dimension d(n -d). (It also has a 
well-known natural structure of homogeneous space.) If U is a subspace of V 
then G(d, U) may be naturally identified with a closed subset of G(d, V). 
Taking direct limits, one defines G(d, V) and G(d, r) also when V is an 
infinite dimensional k-space and G(d, v) remains the set of k-rational points 
of G(d, q. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be an algebra (possibly infinite dimensional and 
not necessarily associative) over a field k (not necessarily algebraically 
closed). Set d = E 0 A. Then (i) for every d < 00 IL(d,A) is k-closed in 
G(d, A) and (ii) the set of k-rational points of iL(d, 2) is IL(d, A). 
Proof. (i) it is sufficient to show that if Z is any finite-dimensional 
subspace of A then the set of those d-subspaces of Z which are not 
subalgebras of 2 is open in G(d, Z). Such a subspace X with basis x, ,..., xd 
is not an algebra iff there is some i and j with x~x,~ independent of x, ,..., xd. 
It follows for all (wr ,..., wd) in some neighborhood of 0 in wd that 
(xi + wi)(xj + wj) is independent of x, + w, ,..., xd + w,,. 
(ii) If X is a d-subspace of A then X is a subalgebra iff 3 = k @ X is a 
subalgebra of k @ A = A. 1 
Here are some elementary observations that will be needed later. (i) For 
all N and d, the set of those ordered N-tuples (v) = (u, ,..., v,) of elements of 
V which span subspaces of dimension <d is k-closed in i7”. For if any d + 1 
of the elements v, ,..., v,,, were independent then the same would be true in a 
neighborhood of (v); moreover the property is preserved by automorphisms 
of k over k. (ii) In a k-algebra A, those N-tuples (a, ,..., a,V) E AN generating 
subalgebras of dimension <d form a k-closed set since if any d + 1 
monomials in the ai were independent then the same would be true in a 
neighborhood. (iii) If A has finite dimension and if S is any subset of A then 
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the subalgebra generated by S is the linear span of the monomials in 
elements of S of total degree <dim A. For letting Stn) denote the span of all 
monomials of degree <<n, the S(“) are increasing, they are all contained in A 
so the sequence becomes stationary when n = dim A, and S(“) = Scn+‘) 
implies that Scn) is already a subalgebra. 
Richardson’s Theorem is the simplest of a class of similar results 
including the following, the elementary proof of which is omitted. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A be a k-algebra. For everyJnite d > 0 the following 
subsets of Il.(d, A) are k-closed: 
(i) The commutative subalgebras. 
(ii) The subalgebras whose ith powers have dimension less than or 
equal to some function of i, as a special case, the nilpotent subalgebras. 
(iii) The subalgebras in which every single element generates a 
subalgebra of dimension less than or equal to some fixed integer n; as a 
special case, the skew subalgebras. (Take n = 1, in which case a2 d 0 so 
ab + ba = 0.) 
(iv) Ideals. 
(v) Nilsubalgebras, i.e., those in which ad = 0 for all a (or, in the non- 
associative case, in which every dth power of a vanishes). 1 
Note that the points of lL(d, A) generally are not dense in lL(d, A). For 
example, take for A the real quarternions, IH. Then lL(3, IH) is empty, but R 
is the algebra of all complex 2 x 2 matrices, which contains the three- 
dimensional subalgebra T consisting of all uper triangular matrices. (It is not 
difficult to show that IL(3, !?) is irreducible and one dimensional, consisting 
precisely of the conjugates of 8.) 
When the characteristic of k is p > 0 it is also generally not the case that 
IL(d, A) is defined over k, for an algebraic set defined by equations with coef- 
ficients in k may have a field of definition which is purely inseparable over k. 
Here is a simple example. Let A = k(r), where r is purely inseparable and of 
degree p2 over k. There is a unique intermediate field of degree p, namely 
k($). Now A = i @ k(r) is isomorphic to k[X]/(XP2). Denoting the image of 
X in the latter by X, we have xP’= 0. Clearly IL(p, A) has positive dimension 
since, for example if a, ,8 E &, not both zero, then k[axP +/3xp+‘] has 
dimension p over & and these are distinct whenever the ratios a//I are 
distinct. (This shows again that lL(p, A) need not be dense in lL(p, A).) 
Suppose, if possible, that lL(p, A) were defined over k. Then its separable 
points, i.e., those whose coordinates are separable over k, would be dense 
(cf., e.g. [9, p. 76, Prop. IO]). Denoting the separable closure of k by k” it 
follows from Theorem 1.3 that the points of lL(p, k” @ K) are dense, so there 
are infinitely many of these. But k” @ K = k”(c) is still a field with a unique 
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intermediate field of degree p, a contradiction. Thus !L(p, A) must, in this 
example, be defined over some purely inseparable extension of k and not 
over k itself. 
2. THE COMPONENTS OF lL(d,A) 
A topological space is irreducible if it is not the union of two proper 
closed subsets; it is connected if it is not the union of two disjoint ones. 
These properties are preserved by continuous maps. A map f: X-+ Y is 
closed if the image of a closed subset is closed. This is the case, for example, 
when f is continuous and X is a complete variety. If f is continuous and 
closed with connected fibers and jX is connected, then so is X. 
Let V be a vector space over an infinite field k. Then the set VN,d c VN of 
those N-tuples of elements of I’ spanning subspaces of dimension <d is both 
closed (Section 1) and irreducible. One need prove this only when 
dim I’= n < co. Then, however, V,,, is isomorphic to the space of all n x N 
matrices of rank d over k, but that is just the image of the (irreducible) linear 
space of all pairs (a, b) of matrices, where a is n x d and b is d x N under 
the map sending (a, b) to ab. It follows that V,,, - V,,,-, (the set of N- 
tuples spanning subspaces of dimension exactly d> is open in I’,,, and 
therefore also irreducible. For a k-algebra A, although the set of N-tuples 
generating subalgebras of dimension <d - 1 is not necessarily irreducible, it 
is closed, so the set of N-tuples generating subalgebras of dimension >d is 
open and hence irreducible. 
Let k again be an arbitrary field. For every subspace U of I’ and all j, 
d > 0, the “Schubert cycle” in G(d, I’) consisting of all d-subspaces W of V 
with dim Wf? U> j is k-closed. We need verify this only in the tinite- 
dimensional case, where it is clear from the description of a neighborhood of 
W in Section 1 that if dim WT’ U <j then the same is true for all W’ in a 
suitable neighborhood of W. In particular, taking j = 1 shows that the set of 
W with Wn U = (0) is open. Also, the set of W containing any fixed subset 
of V is closed. 
Suppose now that B E IL(d,A) can be generated by r elements x, ,..., x,., 
which we will assume are linearly independent over k. Let 2 be any tinite- 
dimensional subspace of A with Z 3 B. (If dim A < co we may, of course, 
take Z = A). View G(d, Z) as a subvariety of G(d, A) and set j = i 0 A, 
Z= E 0 Z. Choose a complementary subspace, W, to B in Z and set also 
w=z@Z. The set of all VEG(d,Z) with I’n I?‘= (O} forms an open 
subset U of G(d, Z) and B E U. If we extend x, ,..., x, to a basis x, ,..., x,, 
X r+ i ,..., xd of B then there is a k-isomorphism F of U onto an open subset of 
wd which sends I’ to that unique d-tuple (w, ,..., wd) E p such that - - 
x, + w, ,..., xd + wd E V. Denoting L(d, A) f7 G(d, 2) by iL(d, A, Z), F carries 
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that part of the latter which lies in U, call it 23, onto some subvariety of Fu. 
The field of definition of % is the same as that of 87I since F was a k- 
isomorphism. Now let 7~: p + p be the projection sending 
(w , ,..., wr, w,, 1,-*-Y Wd) to (WI ,***1 w,) and set f = K o F. View B as an element 
of IL(d, 2) contained in the open subset U n U_(d, 2, z). There is an open 
subset B of the latter, containing B, with the property that if B’ E 3’ then 
(i) there are unique elements in B’ of the form x, + wr ,..., x, + w, with 
w, ,..., w, E @ (which was true for all VE U) and (ii) these xi + wi still 
generate a subalgebra of dimension d, that is, they generate B’ (Note that 
%’ c B.) The map fig, -+ p is 1 - 1. Now the field of definition of B’ 
(which was generated by the xi + wi) is the same as that of jB’ = (wr ,..., w,.). 
For the field of definition of the xi + wi is the same as that of the wi, the xi 
being rational over k, and a subalgebra of A is defined over any field over 
which its generators are defined. It follows that xIFU’ -fl’ is an 
isomorphism. Since dim W = dim Z - d, we have, in particular, 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an algebra over any field k. 
(i) For every r > 0 those B E 1L(d,A) which can be generated by r or 
fewer elements form an open set in IL(d, A). 
(ii) If B is such an algebra and Z any finite-dimensional subspace of 
A containing B then there is an isomorphism f from a neighborhood of B in - - 
ii(d, A,Z) to an open subset of a variety in aflne space of dimension 
r(dim Z - d). 1 
Note that being an isomorphism, f is not merely a bijective morphism but 
also preserves the field of definition, which, from Section 1, is generally 
purely inseparable over k. (As an example of a bijective morphism which 
does not, let 7~ be the projection of A*(k) (affine 2-space over l) to A’(k) 
sending (x, y) to X and let f be the restriction off to the linear subvariety V 
defined by y = ax where a is purely inseparable over k. The image of V is 
defined over k, while V is not and f is bijective.) 
It may be that a B (of finite dimension) requires r generators but that 
k’ 0 B requires fewer, where k’ is some extension of k. That cannot happen 
when k is sufficiently large as the following shows (taking B for the A of the 
theorem). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Z be any subspace of the k-algebra A and suppose 
that no r elements of Z generate a subalgebra of A of dimension >d. If k has. 
at least d(d + 1) + 1 elements and k’ is any extension of k then no r elements 
of k’ @ Z generate a subalgebra of k’ @A of dimension >d. 
Proof. We may, without loss of generality, assume that dim Z = n < 00. 
Let I, ,..., z, be a basis for Z and rij, i = l,..., r; j = l,..., n be variables. Now 
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an algebra of dimension d is already spanned by monomials of degree <d in 
its generators (Section 1). The hypothesis thus is that any set of d + 1 
monomials of degree <d in the r elements xi Tiizi is linearly dependent 
whenever the Tij take values in k. 
Choose a basis for the space spanned by all monomials of degree <d in 
the zj , and let M be the matrix whose row vectors give the representations 
of the various monomials of degree <d in the JJ Tijzi in terms of this basis. 
The entries in M are polynomials in the Tij of degree <d with coefficients in 
k. The hypothesis is that all (d + 1) x (d + 1) minors of M vanish whenever 
the Tij have values in k. Since these minors are polynomials whose degree is 
less than the number of elements in k, they vanish identically, hence, in 
particular, when the Tij take values in k’. 1 
For any k-algebra A we define integers 0 < d( 1) < d(2) < . . a < dim A by 
letting d(r) be the largest dimension achievable by a subalgebra of 
A = E @A which can be generated by r elements. We call d(r)the rth stable 
dimension number of A (possibly d(r) = oo), and we call a subalgebra B of A 
r-stable or simply stable if dim B = d(r) and B can be generated by r 
elements. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a k-algebra. (i) The set U of r-stable 
subalgebras of A is irreducible and open in IL(d(r), A). 
(ii) Zf B is an r-stable subalgebra of A then B has an open - - 
neighborhood in U isomorphic over k to an open subset of (A/B)‘. 
Proof: (i) Set d(r) = d. As observed before, the set of all ordered r-tuples 
(xi) of 2 generating subalgebras B having dimension >d is open, hence 
irreducible, but by definition of d this is the same as having dimension =d. 
The map sending (xi) to the B which they generate is continuous because if 
certain monomials in the xi are a basis of B then the same monomials 
remain independent for nearby (xi), and hence, by the maximality of d, will 
be a basis of the algebra B’ which they generate. Therefore II is irreducible. 
It is open because if B in ll is generated by an r-tuple (xi), then any B’ near 
B in U_(d, 2) contains an r-tuple (x;) near (xi), which by the foregoing 
argument generates B’. 
(ii) Let W be a complementary subspace to B in A. As vector spaces, - - 
m= A/B. Let (xi) be an r-tuple generating B and (,u, ,..., ,u~) be monomials 
such that the ,u~(x) are a basis for B and pi(x) = xi for i = l,..., n. There is an 
isomorphism defined over k from a neighborhood VIl of 0 in p to a 
neighborhood of B in G(d,A) sending (yi,..., yd) to the space spanned 
by (u,(x) + Y, ,..., ud(x) + yd). Let 23 c p be the inverse image of 2I3 
under the continuous map sending (y)= (y, ,..., y,) to (y, ,..., y,, 
,u,.+ i(x + y) -fir+ ,(x),..., ,u~(x + y) - ,u~(x)). Then there is a k-isomorphism 
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from %J to a neighborhood of B in k(d,k) sending (y,,..., y,) to the 
subalgebra generated by (xl + y, ,..., x, + y,). E 
COROLLARY. All r-stable subalgebras B lie on one (and only on one) 
component !Z3 of lL(d(r), A), called the r-stable component. Zfdim A < 0~) then 
b is rational, of dimension r(dim A - d(r)), and B is a simple point of 9. m 
When B is a subalgebra of A we may view A/B as a B-module (2-sided in 
the associative case or simply a left module when A is Lie or commutative 
associative). Nijenhuis and Richardson have considered “deformations of the 
inclusion morphism B + A” and have shown that the “infinitesimals” of such 
deformations may be identified with the derivations of B into A/B module 
the inner derivations [ 111. Theorem 2.3 asserts the existence of global defor- 
mations of the inclusion. We recapitulate some of the Nijenhuis-Richardson 
theory to prove, in suitable cases, the existence of derivations. 
Let kit] be the power series ring in one variable over k and AntI be the 
kiti-algebra of power series with coefficients in A. By a “motion” (or “one- 
parameter family of motions”) of B in A we will mean a k[tj-linear map 
@,: But] -+ A[tj such that (i) Qr = 1 + tcp, + t’yl, + ... where “1” denotes the 
inclusion of B into A, and each oi is a k-linear map B --) A extended k[t& 
linearly to B[tjj, and (ii) the image of @I is closed under multiplication. 
For all a, /3 E B there is then a y(t) = y,, + ty, + t*y, + .a. with all yi E B 
such that @,a . @&I = @(y(t). Expanding and comparing powers of t one 
sees that ~$3 = yO, ao,,B + 9, a . /? = q,(a/I) + y,, etc. The latter says that 
(6q,)(a,/?) = y, E B, so o, induces a derivation o: B -+ A/B called the 
“infinitesimal” of Qr. In general not every such derivation o is the 
infinitesimal of a motion @,, there may be “obstructions”. (Nijenhuis and 
Richardson consider two motions @,, Y*: B --) A equivalent if there is an 
a(t) = 1 + a, t + a,? + ... in Ant] such that Yt is Qr followed by 
conjugation by a(t). A “deformation” of the inclusion B + A is then an 
equivalence class of motions and its infinitesimal is an equivalence class of 
derivations modulo inner derivations.) 
Let k((t)) be the quotient field of kit! and let A((t)) be the k((t))-algebra 
of power series 2 a,t’ with finitely many negative i. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a k-algebra (possibly non-associative and of 
infinite dimension). Suppose that B E IL(d, A) is generated by elements 
x, )..., x,. Let c, ,..., c, be arbitrary elements of A/B. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There is a motion @, of B in A whose infinitesimal q,: B -+ A/B 
sends xi to ci for all i, and 
(ii) There exist representatives a,,...,a, in A for cl,...: c, such that the 
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k((t))-subalgebra of A((t)) generated by x, + ta, ,..., x, + ta, again has 
dimension d. (The dimension can be no lower.) 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is immediate from the definitions. We prove 
the converse. Let W be any complement to B in A, so A = B @ W as k- 
spaces, let B, be the kiti-subalgebra of AntI generated by the xi + ta, and 
denote by WitI the kltl-module of power series with coefficients in W. Then 
A([tn = B, + fltn since equality holds after reduction modulo t. We claim 
that B, n W[[tl = 0. For letting x: A [tn -+ B[tn be the projection associated 
with the decomposition AI[t] = But! @ WitI (as kIti-modules) one has 
ker z/B, = 0 since the algebras obtained from B, and from But! by extending 
coefficients to k((t)) have the same finite dimension, namely, d. Thus Autn = 
B, 0 wutn. 
The foregoing implies that there is a unique kiti-linear map @,: Bl[t] + B, 
such that if b E B then @,b is of the form b + w(t) with w(t) E Witi. This, 
we show, is the desired Qt. Reduction modulo t must reduce Qt to the 
identity map so w(t) is of the form fw, + t2w2 + . . . . Now write 
QIxl = xi + wi(t) with w,(t) = twil + t2wi, + . . . . Since xi + ta, E B, we have 
t(Wi, -ai) + t*Wi, + ... E B,. 
It follows that wil - ai E B. For if b is any element of B then it is clear 
that B, contains an element of the form b + tb’(t), and any set of elements of 
the form bj + tbJ!(t) in which the bj are linearly independent over k will surely 
be independent over k((t)). The k((t))-algebra generated by the Xi + ta, 
contains (wi, - ai) + twi2 t .. . . If wil - ai $G B then B will have dimension 
>d, contrary to assumption. 
The class of Wil modulo B is therefore the same as that of ai, which we 
have denoted by Ci, and the infinitesimal of ar indeed sends Xi to ci. 1 
The Qr constructed in the proof generally need not carry xi to xi + tai. 
For example, if r = 1 and a, is x, itself then B, = But] and Q1 is the identity 
map so Qrxl = x1. 
Note that even when A is not associative, B operates in a natural way on 
A/B and the concept of a derivation rp: B + A/B is meaningful. (A vector 
space V on which B acts is a “module” relative to some category of algebras 
if B @ V with multiplication given by (6, u)(b’, 0’) = (bb’, bv’ t vb’) is again 
in the category. In that sense A/B will be a “B-module” whenever the 
category is defined by identities, e.g., by the associative law or by the iden- 
tities of Lie algebras.) 
COROLLARY. Let B be r-stable in A, set d(r) = d, and suppose that k has 
al least d2 + d + 1 element. If x, ,..., x, generate B and c, ,..., c, are arbitrary 
in A/B then there is a motion of B in A whose infinitesimal is a derivation 
u, : B -+ A/B with qxi = ci, all i. 
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ProoJ Taking k’ = kit] in Theorem 2.2, the hypothesis implies that the 
algebra generated by x, + la,,..., x, + ta, has dimension d for any choice of 
a, ,..., a,. 
Here is a refinement of the Corollary. Suppose that we have a subset 
S c A such that the maximum dimension achieveable by a subalgebra B 
generated by S and by any r additional elements x,,..., x, is d < co. By an 
argument analogous to Theorem 2.2, if #k > d* + d + 1 then the same holds 
if k is extended in any way. If X, ,..., x, are such that the subalgebra B 
generated by S and x1,..., x, has dimension d then for any c, ,..., c, E A/B 
there is a p: B + A/B which is the infinitesimal of a motion and which sends 
each xi to ci. Suppose next that the maximum dimension achievable by a 
commutative subalgebra of A with r generators is d and that B achieves this 
limit. Let x , ,..., x, generate B, and let a, ,..., a, be elements of A commuting 
with all of B and with each other. If c ,,..., c, are the classes of a, ,..., a, 
module B, respectively, then there is a motion whose infinitesimal carries xi 
to ci for all i. 
3. INSEPARABLE FIELD EXTENSIONS 
Henceforth, K will be a finite purely inseparable extension of a 
(necessarily infinite) field k of characteristic p > 0. The exponent of an 
element a E K is the least non-negative integer e such that ape E k; the 
exponent of K is the maximum of the exponents of its elements. One calls K 
modular over k if there exist a, ,..., a,,, E K, called a modular basis, such that 
K = k(a,) 0 ... @ k(a,). (The original definition, due to Sweedler [15] is 
that K and k*-” be linearly disjoint over their intersection for all n. This is 
meaningful for infinite extensions, but, as shown by Sweedler, is equivalent 
to the foregoing in the finite purely inseparable case.) If, in addition, all the 
ai have the same exponent over k, then K will be called equiexponentiaz. 
A higher derivation or approximate autormorphism of order s is a 
sequence { d0 = id, d, ,..., d,} of k-linear endomorphisms of K such that 
d, + td, + . . . + td, is an automorphism of k[t]/t”+ ‘. The elements fixed by 
all higher derivations of all orders form a subfield. By a theorem of Sweedler 
[ 151, this is the smallest intermediate field over which K is modular. 
As before, let K be a finite purely inseparable extension of k. The set of 
intermediate fields of degree pr and exponent <e will be denote by lL,(p’, K). 
Let Ke = K f7 kp’ denote the subfield of K consisting of all elements of 
exponent <e. Then one can identify lL,(p’, K) with lL(p’, Kc). This set is 
closed. 
Choose now generators a, ,..., a, for K over k with the property that a, 
has maximum exponent over k, a, has maximum exponent over k(a,), and so 
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forth, and denote the exponent of k(a, ,..., ai) over k(a, ,..., ai- ,) by e,. These 
integers e, > e2 2 ... > e,, which do not depend on the choice of a, ,..., a, 
(cf. [ 121 or [6]) are called the Pickert exponents of K. The sequence 
(e l,..., e,) (other characterizations of which are given in Section 4) is 
denoted e(K: k). If [K: k] =p” then e, + e, + ... + e, = n. By definition e, 
is the exponent of K over k. If e’ = (e; , e; ,...) is a partition (always assumed 
in decreasing order) of r < n, then lL,,(p’, K) or simply IL,, will denote the 
subset of lL(p’, K) consisting of all intermediate fields L with e(L: k) = e’. 
Note that e’ determines r and that IL,(p’, K) is the union of all L,, with 
e’, < e and C e: = r. The IL,, are generally not closed. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every iL,, is connected. 
Proof. Writing e’ = (ei,..., el,), it is sufficient to show that the set S of m- 
tuples a, ,..., a, E K with a, having exponent e; over k(u, ,..., ui_ ,) is 
connected. When m = 1 the assertion is that those CI E K having some fixed 
exponent e over k form a connected set. It is even irreducible, being the 
complement in Ke of the linear subspace K’-‘. We proceed by induction and 
assume that the set S, of m - 1 tuples (a, ,..., a,,_ ,) with the desired property 
is connected. 
Now multiplying any ai by a A # 0 in k does not change the field which 
the ui generate. Therefore, letting Ip(K) denote the projective space of l- 
subspaces in K considered as a k-space and letting 3, g0 denote the images 
of S, S, in p(K)“‘, p(K)“-‘, respectively, we may assume that g0 is 
connected and must show that 3 is also. The projection f: IP(K)m -+ IP(K)m-’ 
which drops the last factor carries 3 onto 3,. The fibers of fi 3 are 
connected by the case m = 1 and F’(K)” is complete so f is closed, i.e., 
carries closed sets to closed sets. It follows that 3 is connected. 1 
COROLLARY. The number of connected components of IL,(p’, K) does not 
exceed the number of partitions of r into parts each <e. 1 
We shall see that IL,,, while connected, may be reducible. 
The bound (sharpened in Section 6) is independent of K, but the number 
of irreducible components may conceivably grow with (K: k). However, 
li,(p’, K) = lL(p’, K’) is always irreducible. For we may assume that K has 
exponent 1. The r-tuples (xi) of pindependent elements then form an open 
subset of K x . . . x K (r times) of which iL,(p’, K) is the continuous image 
under the map sending (xi) to k(xi). When r = 2, two partitions are possible, 
(2) and (1, l), and U_(p*, K) may have either 1 or 2 components: 
EXAMPLE 1. As an example of the first case, take K = k(x, y) of degree 
p3, where x”“, f E k. Then L(,,,, is reduced to the unique subfield k(xp, y). 
This is contained in &) since the latter contains the projective line of all 
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subfields of the form k(xP, ti + y) as A runs through k U {co }. (For J = co, 
interpret this as k(x); for A# 0, co one has, of course k(xP, Ax + y) = 
k(Jx + y), but in the latter form one cannot set J. = 0 since the degree would 
drop to p.) As an example of the latter case, let K = k(x, y, z) be modular 
with the basis elements x, y, z having exponents 2, 1, and 1, respectively. 
Then k( y, z) E lL(,,,, but it is not in K,,, . For here kKp = k(xP), so no matter 
what a E K of exponent 2 we choose, one has Xp E k(u). Thus xp E L for all 
L E k(2). Therefore xp E L for all L E EC,,, so ‘iiCZ, 5 ILC,.,,. 
More generally, we have the following theorem due to Waterhouse. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume KP2 c k. AJield L E U_,, ,) is in the closure of IL(,, 
iff dim,(L n kKP) > p. 
Proof The set of L satisfying this inequality is indeed a closed set 
(coming from a Schubert cycle), and of course it contains ILo,. The 
construction of Example 1 shows that if x has exponent 1 withy not in k(9) 
then k(y, xp) is in the closure of iit,,. Take now any L in iL,, ,,) satisfying the 
inequality. Write L = k( y, z) with z in kKp. Write z = z(ci) = C cixy with ci 
in k and xi in K. Now vary the (ci) with the xi fixed. For an open subset U of 
them, z(ci) will still not be in k(y), and then (ci) t+ k(y, z(ci)) is a 
continuous map from U to lL(,,,,. The (ci) with each ci in kP are Zariski- 
dense in the space of all (ci), and hence those of this type in U are dense in 
Il. A dense subset of the image of U thus is in IL,,,, and so the whole image, 
. . - 
in particular, k(y, z) IS m IL(,). 1 
The question of when IL(p*, K) is irreducible is answered by the following, 
also due to Waterhouse, as are the subsequent explanatory remarks. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K/k be purely inseparable and modular. Then 
li(p*, K) is irreducible in precisely the following two cases: 
( 1) K n kpm’ is equiexponential over k, or 
(2) (Knkp-? k)=p’. 
Proof. Replace K by K n kp-* if necessary. If K has exponent 1 the result 
is known. If K is equiexponential of exponent 2 then every L in lit,,,, has 
intersection with kKp of dimension p2 > p. Case (2) is precisely that of 
Example 1. 
Suppose now that we are in neither case. Then E = K n k’lp has dimension 
>p3, and kKp is a proper subfield of E. Take a p-basis of kKp over k and 
extend it to one of E over k. If (E: kKp) > p*, we have at least two more 
elements in the p-basis of E, and any two such generate an L with 
L n kKp = k. Say, finally, (E: kKp) = p. As we are not in case (2), we have 
(kKp: k) > p*. Choose x, y in a p-basis there, and z an element of E not in 
kKp. The familar example L = k(z, x + yz) has L n kKp = k. 1 
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One can understand also why (1) or (2) must hold by thinking about 
dimensions. Suppose K of exponent 2 (modular) has r # 0 generators of 
exponent 2 and s generators of exponent 1. Then (K: k) = P*~+~, and all 
elements in an open set generate extensions of degree p*. This open set maps 
onto iLt2,, and the fibers (elements generating the same field) all have 
dimension p*, so U-,,, has dimension p2ris -p*. Similarly, an open set of the 
pairs in Kn k’lp generates fields m li,, ,i), and L,, thus has dimension 
P *(r’s1 - p4. If either s > 2 or s = 1 and r > 2, it is easy to see that IL,,, ,) has 
larger dimension than U_(,,. 
Here is an example where U_, is reducible. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let K be an extension of k with e(K: k) = (2,2, 1) having 
the following form: K = k(x) @ k( y, z), where x, y, z each have exponent 2 
over k and k(y, z) is not modular. (E.g., let x,y, t, u be independent transcen- 
dentals over IF,, set k = ‘Fp(xp*, $“, t, u), let z = (cJ+’ + u)“~ and set 
K = k(x, y, z).) Note that e(k(y, z): k) = (2, 1), and that k(yP) = k(zP), so 
K’ = kllp n K has degree p* over k. We claim that L(,,,, has precisely two 
irreducible components, namely 9, = (L E lL(,,,, 1 dim@ n k’lp) = p’}, and 
VI2 = {L E ILo,,, 1 kLp = k(f)}. Clearly 3, is closed in iit,*,, since it comes 
from a Schubert cycle. It is irreducible, since it is in the image of the 
irreducible set K-K’ under the morphism sending r to K’(r). Since 
(K: k) = ps and every L in iL(,,,, has degree p3, it follows that the fibers of 
the morphism all have dimension p3, dim 23, =p5 -p3. 
The condition defining 9.J2 is equivalent to having Lp c k(f), so B2 is also 
closed. Setting K’ = k(xp, y, z), B2 is the image of (K’ x K’) - (K1 X K’) 
under the morphism (<, q) + k(<, q). It is therefore also irreducible, and its 
dimension is 2(p4 - p”), which is <dim 9, for all p. To show that 
8, u 92 = ~(2.1, we show that L E iL(,,,, and (L n K’ : k) = p imply that 
L E ll*. Observe that Xp and y” are not both in L, since otherwise 
(L n K’: k) = p*. If xp 6? L then x has degree p* over L, so K = k(x) @ L. A 
similar assertion holds if Yp @ L, so in any case there is an a such that 
K = k(u) 0 L. But this implies that K is modular over L, so the fixed field of 
the set of all approximate automorphisms of K over k must lie in L. Now K 
is modular over k(f) but is not modular over R, so that fixed field is 
precisely k( y”). Hence k( y”) c L, which implies that k( y”) = Lp, so L E B2. 
Finally, %Ji ~5 Y12 because of the dimensions and k(y, z) E 212 but 
k(y,z)&Tl),, so ‘!3),&2Ii. Thus iLc2,,,=Q2U3), is a decomposition into 
irreducible components. 
We shall obtain later some information about which fields can be in the 
closure of any IL,,. When K has exponent 1, every subfield of degree pr 
requires r generators. Therefore, every subfield is stable, d(r) = pr for 
r ,< [K: k], and the stable component of U_(p’, & OK) is just the closure of 
lL(p’, K). There generally are other components as Waterhouse has shown: 
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EXAMPLE 3. Take p = 5 and K = k(& r,r) of degree pz and exponent 1 
overk.Letr=l.InE@K,setx=<@l-l@<andy=q@l-l@qso 
that x5 = y5 = 0. In the lo-dimensional space W spanned by all x’.# with 
i + j > 5, the product of any two elements vanishes. Therefore, if U is any 
four-dimensional subspace of W then E @ U is a five-dimensional subalgebra. 
The space of all such subalgebras of E @ K has dimension 24 and therefore 
must be contained in some component of IL(5, /? OK) different from the 
stable component, since the latter has dimension only 20. 
We have a full description of the basic component of lL(p’, E 0 K), where 
k has exponent 1, only in the easy case where p = 2 and r = 1. It is then the 
only component and is just a projective space. More generally, suppose that 
A is a unital algebra over an arbitrary field k and let U be a complementary 
subspace to k in A ; then every unital two-dimensional subalgebra meets U in 
a line. If, moreover, every element satisfies a quadratic equation then every 
line in U determines a unital subalgebra of dimension 2. Thus 
lL(2, A) = F)(U). One can apply this, for example, to the real quaternions as 
well as when K has characteristic 2 and exponent one by setting A = k @ K 
(and replacing k by k). 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 3.4. If K has exponent 1 over k and 23 is the stable component 
of L(p’, & @ K) then the singular points of 23 (if any) are inseparable over k. 
Proof. If k’ is any extension of k linearly disjoint from K then k’ OK is 
still a field, purely inseparable and of exponent 1 over k. This is so, in 
particular, when k’ is separable over k. i 
4. STABLE SUBALGEBRAS OF INSEPARABLE FIELD EXTENSIONS 
AND OF STPAs 
Let K be a finite, purely inseparable extension of k. A sequence of 
generators a, ,..., a, such that each ai has maximal exponent over 
W , 1-*+, a,_,) will be called a Pickert generating sequence (PGS). It is, of 
course, a p-basis for K over k, and any p-basis, suitably ordered, is a PGS: 
Following [ 121, if k has characteristic p > 3 (which we henceforth always 
assume) then a simply truncated polynomial algebra or STPA will be one 
isomorphic to some A = k[x,, x2 ,..., x,,]/(xy’,..., xzn), where the qi are powers 
of p. These depend only on A (cf. [ 121 or [6]) and not on the choice of 
generators x, ,..., x,. Writing qi =p’J, these ei, which we always assume are 
decreasing are also called the Pickert exponents of A. If K is purely 
inseparable over k then its Pickert exponents are the same as those of i @K 
(I 121 or [ 61) which it is easy to check is an STPA. By a PGS in an STPA, 
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A with exponents e ,,..., e,, we mean elements a, ,..., a, such that the map 
klx , ,..., xr] -+ A = k[a, ,..., a,] sending xi to a, has kernel (xr’,..., x~‘“). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be either a finite purely inseparable extension of a 
jleld k or an STPA over k, with Pickert exponents e,,..., e,. If B is a 
subalgebra generated by r elements then dim, B < pe’ “*’ . ’ +G (where et = 0 
for i > n). 
The following short proof, as well as Theorem 4.2, are due to Waterhouse. 
ProoJ Let b, ,..., b, be any r generators for B over k. Consider kBp. The 
monomials bf’ ..a b> with 0 < iA < p span B over kBP, so 
dim, B < pr . dim, kBP. But kBP is a subalgebra of kAp. The latter is either a 
purely inseparable field or an STPA. By induction we may assume that 
dim,kBP ~p(e,-l)+“‘+(e,-l), since those e, - 1 which are positive are the 
exponents of kAp. Combining with the previous inequality gives the 
result. 1 
Since the bounds can obviously be achieved, we have 
COROLLARY. Let A be either an STPA or a jinite purely inseparable 
extension over a field k and let the Pickert exponents of A be e, ,..., e,. Then 
the maximum dimension achievable by a subalgebra with r generators is 
d(r)=pel+-+era 1 
A subfield L of a finite purely inseparable extension K/k is stable iff it has 
generators a, ,..., a, which form the beginning of a PGS for K. One can then 
choose arbitrary elements b, ,..., b, E K and define a derivation o: L + K with 
oai = bi; Theorem 2.4 is trivial in this case. For an STPA part of this 
assertion fails. Consider, for example, A = k[x, y]/(xp, Yp). Here B = k[xy ] is 
l-stable but xy cannot be part of a PGS for A over k. However, B is again 
an STPA and there is a derivation (p: B -+A sending a PGS for B (here the 
single element xy) to an arbitrary element of A. More generally, we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be an STPA and B be an r-stable subalgebra. Then 
B is an STPA. 
Proof. Suppose first that k is perfect. Use induction on dim B. The 
inequalities in the proof of Theorem 4.1 must be equalities. Hence kBp is 
stable in kAp and by induction kBp is a STPA. Also, the by,..., b? must be a 
basis for B over kBp. (In particular, 1 is in B.) Let f: A + k be reduction 
module the maximal ideal of A, and let xi = bi -f(bi). Then the xy are in the 
maximal ideal mD and B/m,B is the STPA K[f, ,..., x,.]/(f~,..., $‘). Hence B 
is an STPA [ 11, p. 350). 
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For arbitrary k it follows that B @ I? is stable in A @ k, so B @ k is an 
STPA and B is a twisted form of one. But since B is also contained in A, 
which is an STPA over k, it follows that B is an STPA (cf. [ 121, p. 423). 1 
5. THE PARTIAL ORDER OF PARTITIONS AND BEHAVIOR 
OF THE PICKERT EXPONENTS UNDER DEFORMATION 
Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra, set A((t)) = k((t)) @A, and let A, 
be a deformation of A, that is A, is A((t)) as a vector space over k((t)), but 
with a new k((t))-bilinear multiplication in which the product of a and b in A 
is of the form f,(a, b) = ab + rF,(a, b) + t’F,(a, b) + ... . Here the Fi are all 
bilinear maps A X A + A which we may view as extended to be k((t))- 
bilinear and where the multiplication f, is required to be in whatever 
category we are considering, e.g., commutative associative algebras, Lie 
algebras, etc. (cf. [4]). 
The elements of A may be viewed also as elements of A, and it is clear 
that if we have any r of them, say a,,..., u,, then the dimension of the 
subalgebra they generate as elements of A, is at least equal to the dimension 
of the subalgebra which they generate as elements of A. For if ~1 is any 
monomial in the a’s in the original multiplication, then the same monomial 
computed in the new one can be written in the form ,u[ = ,D + tp’ + t'p" $ . . ., 
and any nontrivial relation amongst the pt’s gives rise to a non-trivial 
relation amongst the constant terms. 
Recall now that there is a natural partial order on the partitions of a 
positive integer N defined as follows. First write all partitions e = (e, ,..., e,) 
in descending order, so that e, > e, . . . > e, > 0. Second if we have e and a 
second partition e’ = (e’, ,..., el,), then by adjoining O’s if necessary to either e 
or e’, we may assume that m = n. Then we write e’ > e if each partial sum of 
e is not more than the corresponding one of e’, i.e., if e’, > e,, 
el, + e; Z e, + e2, e; t e; t e; > e, + e2 + e3,.... With this definition and the 
preceding remarks, one sees that Theorem 4.1 immediately implies 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be either (i) a finite purely inseparable extension 
field of afield k or (ii) a finite dimensional STPA over k. Suppose that A, is 
a deformation of A which is correspondingly either again a purely 
inseparable extension (of k((t))) or an STPA (over k((t)). Denote the Pickert 
exponents of A by e and those of A, by e’. Then e’ > e. 1 
It is not always so that a deformation of a purely inseparable extension is 
again purely inseparable (although it is always a division ring, hence a field 
if the category is that of commutative associative algebras (cf. [5]), nor that 
a deformation of an STPA is again such. These are, therefore necessary 
hypotheses. The partial order defined here, which we call “dominance,” 
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arises naturally also when one compares different kinds of means (cf. [7]) 
and in studying nilpotent matrices (cf. [2]). Note that the theorem implies 
that if we have a variety of STPAs or of purely inseparable extensions, then 
the Pickert exponents of the generic element dominate those of every other in 
the variety. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be a finite purely inseparable extension of k and L 
be an intermediate field. If L is in the closure of some IL,(p’, K) then 
e > e(L : k). I 
The converse is generally false as the examples of Section 3 show. 
6. TOWERS OF FIELDS 
To every partition e = (e,,..., e, # 0) of a positive integer N there is 
associated a “dual partition” e* = (ef, ef,..., ez) defined by letting e; be the 
number of e:s at least equal to j. Thus eT = n and the length (i.e., number of 
non-zero terms) of e* is e,. For a pictorial description of e*, represent e by a 
table of n rows of x’s, with e, x’s in the first row, e, in the second row, etc. 
Then eT is the number of x’s in the first column, ef the number in the second 
column, etc. It is easy to see that e** = e and that dualizing reverses the 
partial order of dominance. Amongst the partitions of N there is a largest, 
namely, (N), and a smallest, (N)* = (I,..., 1) N times, which we denote by 
UN). 
Suppose that K is a finite purely inseparable extension of k and that L is 
an intermediate field. For the rest of this paper we shall be concerned with 
comparing the Pickert exponents of K over k with those of K over L and of 
L over k. To this end, if e = (e, ,..., e,) is a partition of N and e’ = (e; ,..., eh) 
is a partition of N’ then we define partitions e @ e’ and e + e’ of N + N’ as 
follows: e @ e’ is just the sequence (e, ,..., e,, e’, ,..., eL> rearranged in 
decreasing order. To define e + e’, first adjoin zeros, if necessary, to one of 
the partitions so that they the same length and then set e + e’ = 
(e, + e; , e, + e; ,..., e, + ek). We prove first that if we have finite purely 
inseparable field extensions K 3 L 1 k then e(K: L) + e(L : k) > e(K: k) > 
e(K: L) @ e(L: k). 
To begin with, if e = (e,,..., e,) is a partition of N and f = e* = (f, ,..., f,), 
where e=e,, then e = (e,) @ (eJ @ . . . @ (e,) = ( lfl) + ( lf2) + . e. + (If?). 
The first equality is trivial and the second may be seen easily from the 
pictorial description of e*. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let K be any finite purely inseparable extension of k. Let 
e(K: k) = (e, ,..., e,) = e, and set e, = e, the exponent of K over k. Set 
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Ki = kKpi, i = O,..., e so that K=K,IK,x... xKP’=k. Set 
[Ki- 1 : Ki] = lf, then 
(i) each extension Ki- ,/K, has exponent 1; 
(ii> f, >.f, > .-. >f,; 
and 
(iii) f = (fr ,...,f,) = e*, whence 
e = (If’) + (lf2) + ..f + (l&). 
Proof. Assertion (i) is obvious. For the rest, observe first that setting 
E @ K = A, the degree of Ki over k is the same as the dimension of Ai = tipi 
over C, so pfi = dim Ai- ,/dim A i. But A E z [x, ,..., x,]/(xpp’ ,..., xpc”) = 
qr , ,..., <,,I, where ci is the class of xi. Now ,4-i = E[ry’-I,..., (ii-‘]. Some of 
the indicated generators may be zero, but this is still an STPA. The number 
of non-zero generators is the number of ej with ej > i, which by definition, is 
the ith entry in e*. But observe that if B is an STPA over 2 with m 
generators, then dim B/dim iBP = pm. Therefore e* = f showing both (ii) and 
(iii). I 
One can also prove this without “splitting” K, i.e., forming E @ K, by 
observing that if a,,..., a,, is a Pickert generating sequence for K, then 
aTei E k(aTei,..., a;?, ) (cf. Rasala [ 121 and [6]). 
LEMMA 6.2. (i) Let e = (e, ,..., e,) be a partition of N (in which the ei 
may vanish after some point) and let m be a positive integer <n. If 
e’ = (e; ,..., e:) is any partition of N + m with e; + ... + e: < e, + .-a + e, + 
min(r, m) for all r, then we must have e’ < (e, + l,..., e, t 1, e,, , ,..., e,) = 
e + (1”). 
(ii) Let e = (e, ,..., e,) be a partition of N (in which all ei > 0) and m 
be any positive integer. If e’ = (e; ,..., ek+ , ) (in which possibly e; = 0 after 
some point) is a partition of N + m with el, + a.- +e: >e, + ..a +ei-, + 
max(ei, m) for all i, then e’ > e @ (m). 
Proof. Obvious from the definitions. I 
In the foregoing note that (ii) is just the dual statement to (i). There is, of 
course also a dual to Lemma 6.1, but it is just the characterization of the 
Pickert exponents by means of a PGS. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let K I L I k be a tower of finite purely inseparable 
field extensions. Then 
e(K: L) + e(L : k) > e(K: k) > e(K: L) 0 e(L : k). 
481/72/l-4 
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Proof. (1) The left inequality. We consider first the special case where K 
has exponent 1 over L. Then e(K: L) = (I”‘) where (K: L) =p”‘. Now take 
any m generators of K over L and to this set adjoin any finite set of 
generators of L over k. From this set of generators of K over k we can 
choose a p-basis, which shows that K has a PGS (which is just a properly 
ordered p-basis) a, ,..., a, in which no more than m elements lie outside L. 
Set bi = ai if ai is already in L and otherwise set bi = a$‘, so all bi lie in L. 
The bi in fact generate L since the degree of K over the field which they 
generate is not more than pm = (K: L). Set e(L: k) = e = (e, ,..., e,), in which 
some of the ei may be zero, and set e(K: k) = e’ = (e; ,..., e’,). For every r < n 
we then have 
P d+ ” +‘; = (k(u, ,..., a,): k) 
= (k(u, ,..., a,): k(b, ,..., b,))(k(b, ,..., 6,): k) 
GP 
min(r,m) e,+ . . . te, 
P . 
(Here we have used Theorem 4.1.) Thus e; + ... + e: ,< e, + .9. + e, + 
min(r, m), whence e’ < e + (1”) by Lemma 6.2. This proves the special case. 
For the general case, let the exponent of K over L be e, and set K, = LKP”‘, 
so that K=K,IK~z... 3 K, = L, where e is the exponent of K over L. 
Then repeated use of the special case starting with K,- ,, together with the 
theorem proves the inequality. 
(2) The right inequality. We consider first the special case where 
K = L(b) for a single element 6. Let a,,..., a,, be a Pickert generating 
sequence for L over k, set e(L: k) = e = (e, , e,,..., e,), set e(K: k) = e’ = 
( e’,, e; ,...,) and set (K: L) =pm, so e(K: L) = (m). Now for every i, consider 
the following two sequences of elements of K: a,,...,~,- ,, ai and 
a, ,..., a,- 1, 6. Since (k(a, ,..,, ai-, , a,): k) =pel+ i-ei, we see that 
e; + . . . + e: 2 e, + . . . + ei. Since 
(k(a, T.**T ai- 11 b): k) 
= (k(u, ,..., ai-,): k)(k(u, T**.) ui-1, b): k(u,,..*,ui-l)) 
> (k(a, ,..., ~~~,):k)(K:L)=p~l+“‘+~i~‘+~, 
we have also that e; + ..a e; > e, + . .. + e,- , + m. Therefore el, + . . . + e: > 
el + ... + ei-, + max(ei, m) for all i. Lemma 6.2 then shows that 
e’ > e @ (m), proving the special case. For the general case, let 6, ,..., b, be a 
PGS for K over L, set Lj = L(b, ,..., bj) so that L = L, c L, c . . . c L, = K 
and make repeated use of the special case. 1 
The theorem is self-dual. One can readily give examples to show that the 
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extreme cases of the theorem, e(K: k) = e(K: L) + e(L: k), and e(K: k) = 
e(K: L) @ e(L: k) can both be achieved. 
COROLLARY. The intermediate field L needs no more generators over k 
than the jiullJield K. 
Proof. The number of generators of L over k (cardinality of a p-basis of 
L over k) is the length of e(L: k). By the left inequality it cannot exceed the 
length of e(K: k). 1 
If we have a partition e = (e, ,..., e,) of N and e’ = (e’, ,..., eh) of N’ <N, 
with ei > ei for all i, then we write e > e’, and we define e -e’ to be the 
sequence (e, - e; ,..., e, - e;) rearranged (if necessary) in decreasing order. If 
u is any permutation of l,..., n such that also e, > e& for all i then e - ae’ 
will denote the sequence (e, - eb, ,..., e, - eb,,) reordered downward. 
Our final result will be to improve the left inequality in Theorem 6.3 by 
showing that if K 3 L 3 k then e(K: k) > e(K: L), e(K: k) > e(L: k), 
e(K:L)>e(K:k)-e(L:k) and e(L:k)>e(K:K)-e(K:L). This does not 
follow immediately from Theorem 6.3 since we can have e’ + e” > e with 
e - e’ defined but e” # e - e’. For example, (2) + (1, 1) = (3, 1) > (2, 2) but 
(13 wHw-(2) since the right side is (0, 2) which reordered downwards 
is (2). On the other hand, (e - e’) + e’ > e (although the inequality generally 
is strict) so the left inequality in Theorem 6.3 will be subsumed. 
If e(K: k) = (e, ,..., e,) and a, ,..., a,, is a PGS for K/k then we will say that 
e, is the exponent “associated with” ai ; this genefally depends on the choice 
of PGS. Suppose now that a E K, that api & kKp , for i = 0, l,..., r - 1, and 
that ap’ E kKprt ‘. Then we will call r the height of a; all a E kKp will have 
height 0. (Warning: “height” is used by Rasala 1121 for “exponent.“) Note 
that for every s there is an “obvious” k-basis for kKp” obtained so: Let r be 
the greatest integer with e, > s and take all ai1 . . . a>, where i, has the form 
p”j, and 0 <j, < pet-” for A = l,..., r. 
LEMMA 6.4. If a E k, a @ kKp then the largest exponent which can be 
associated with a in any PGS for K over k is the height of a. 
(The following short proof is due to Waterhouse.) 
Proof. Suppose that a occurs in some PGS with associated exponent e. If 
s is an integer less than e then the “obvious” k-basis of kKp” coming from the 
PGS includes aps. It has as a subset the obvious k-basis of kKp”’ and aps+’ is 
not in that subset. Hence the height of a is at least e. 1 
Note that if K 2 L ZI k and a E L but a 4 kKp then a fortiori a & kLp and 
the height of a over k considered as an element of L is at least equal to its 
height considered as an element OF K. Also if [LKp: kKp] =ps then it is 
possible to choose a p-basis for K over k with s elements but no more taken 
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from L. If a p-basis for K over k has n elements then a p-basis for K over L 
will have n -s elements. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let a , ,..., a,, be a PGS for K over k, set K’ = k(a, ,..., ai-, , 
4, ai+ 1 ,..., a,) for some i, and let e(K: k) = (e,,..., e,). Then e(K’: k) is 
obtained from e(K: k) by reducing some ej (not necessarily ei) by 1. 
Proof. It may be that a,,..., a, can be permuted in various ways while 
remaining a PGS. We may in any case assume, without loss of generality, 
that a, can not be interchanged with a,+, while preserving the PGS property. 
Setting k(a, ,..., aipl) = L, the exponent of a, over L is then strictly greater 
than that of ai+, over L. If e, = 1, then i = n and the assertion is obvious. 
Otherwise, we recall a result on PGSs (cf. [ 121 or [6]): For everyj, if we set 
pej= q, then a; E k(ay ,..., a;-,). Since e, > 1, it now follows that 
a, ,..., a: ,..., a, is again a PGS, and moreover, the exponent associated with 
every aj with j > i is unchanged. The same is clearly true for j < i, while e, 
drops by one. I 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose that e = (e 1 ,..., e,) > f = (f, ,..., f,), and that e, >f, 
for some r and s. Set e+=(e 1,..., e,-,, e, + 1, e,,,,..., 4 and 
f+ = (f, ,..., f, + l,..., f,), both reordered downward. Then e+ > f+. 
Proof. Denote e, + ... + ei by S,(e). If r < s then we do not even need 
the hypothesis that e, > f, for S,(e) > S,(f) then clearly implies that 
S,(e+) > S,(f’). Now if e, is one of a number of equal parts of e then after 
reordering e + it will in effect have been the first of these which is increased. 
That is, we may without loss of generality assume that either r = 1 or 
e r-, ? e,. If now s < r then we have 
e,>e,+,>-.->,e,-, >e,~fs~fs+,~...~f,-,. 
That S,(e+) > S,(f+) for A < s and 3, > r is clear, while the foregoing shows 
that it holds also for A = s, s + l,..., r - 1. 1 
Note again that e > f and e -e’, f - e’ both defined do not imply 
e-e’>f-e’. However, if e>f and e, f>(lm) then e-(lm)>f-(lm). 
Moreover, if e is a partition of N then the smallest partition e’ (relative to >) 
of N - m with e’ + (1”) > e is e’ - (1”). We do not need these remarks and 
omit the proofs which are easy. We also have no direct need of the following 
whose proof, however, we include since the result sheds some light on our 
final theorem. 
LEMMA 6.7. If e = (e, ,..., e,), e’ = (e’, ,..., eb) and $ u is any permutation 
of 1 L..., n} such that e-e’ and e -ae’ are both defined then 
e-ue’>e-e’. 
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Proof. Let e be a partition of N. The assertion is trivial when N= 1, so 
we make the inductive assumption that it holds for all partitions of N- 1 or 
less. Now let us call permutations Q and u’ equivalent if CT’ =pm, for some p 
and r with the properties that ezi = ei for all i and e;,i = ej for all j. 
These imply that (e, - eb,, e, - e& ,...,) is a permutation of 
(e, - eboT, e, - ebot2,...), so the partitions having these parts are identical. If 
al = 1, then setting f = (e, ,..., e,) and f’ = (e; ,..., e;), we have e - ae’ = 
(e,-e;)@(f--uf’)>(e,-e;)@(f-f’)=e-e’ by the inductive 
hypothesis (and the evident fact that 0 preserves >). We may therefore 
assume that u is not equivalent to any permutation fixing 1, i.e., that e, > e’, . 
Suppose that e, = e, = ..a = e, > e,, , . Replacing u by an equivalent 
permutation, we may assume that ur > r + 1 so we have both e, > e; > eb,. 
Set f = (e, ,..., e,- 1, e, - 1, e,, I ,..., e,). By the inductive hypothesis we have 
f - ue’ > f - e’ since both are defined. We can now apply Lemma 6.6 to get 
e - ue’ > e - e’. I 
Suppose that we have a finite purely inseparable extension K of k and an 
arbitrary extension k’ of k. There is up to isomorphism a uniqueic,omposite 
of kl_, and K which we denote by k’K. Clearly [kKp : kKpi] >, 
[ k’KP : k’KPi]. From Lemma 6.1 we then have 
LEMMA 6.8. e(K: k) > e(k’K: k’). 1 
If k’ is separable over k (in the sense of being linearly disjoint over k from 
k’lp) then of course, equality holds. Our final result is 
THEOREM 6.9. Suppose that we haveflnite purely inseparable extensions 
KILxk. Then 
(i) e(K: k) > e(K: L), 
(i’) e(K: k) > e(L: k), 
(ii) e(K,: L) > e(K: k) - e(L : k), 
(ii’) e(L: k) > e(K: k) - e(K: L). 
Proof. (i) Taking k’ = L in Lemma 6.8 we have e(K: k) > e(LK: L) = 
e(K: L). 
(i’) Set e(K: k) = (e, ,..., e,), e(L : k) = (e’ , ,..., el,), notations which will 
be preserved. Were e, < e{ for some i then kKPei would need fewer than i 
generators while kLpei would still need i, contradicting Lemma 6.3. 
(ii) We make the inductive assumption that the theorem is true for all 
K of lower degree than that given and for all K of the same degree in which 
L has lower degree. If L c kKp then we may assume that the theorem holds 
with kKP in place of K. Let e(K: k) = (e, ,..., e,). Then e(K: L) = 
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e(kKP: L) + (l”), from which the assertion follows. Otherwise we may 
choose a Picket-t generating sequence a, ,..., a, for K in which some ui E L. 
Let b, )...) b, be a PGS for L over k in which bj = a, for some i and set 
L’ = k(b, ,..., q,..., 6,). The theorem then holds for K and L’. Now observe 
that e(K: L’) has length one greater than that of e(K: L) so e(K: L) = 
e(K: L’) 0 (1) by the second inequality in Theorem 6.3. On the other hand, 
e(L: k) is obtained from e(L’: k) by increasing some component of e(L’: k) 
by 1. Therefore e(K: k) - e(L : k) is obtained from e(K: k) - e(L’: k) by 
reducing some component of the latter by 1 and then if necessary reordering 
the new components downward. Any partition so obtained must be lower in 
the partial order than that obtained by striking the final 1 from e(K: L’). 
(ii’) Making t he same inductive assumption as before the case where 
L c kKp is identical, so we may suppose that L d kKp. Choose a PGS 
a, ,..*, a, which contains a maximal number of elements drawn from L and 
let ui be the first of these. Let b, ,.,., b, be a PGS for L over k containing Ui 
and in which the exponent associated with a, is maximal. Thus if a, = bj and 
e(K: k) = (e, ,..., e,), e(L : k) = e’ = (e; ,..., e;) then e; > e, by Lemma 6.4 and 
the remarks following. Let L’ = k(b 1 ,..., !$ ,..., b,). By the inductive 
hypothesis, e(L’: k) > e(K: k) - e(K: L’) = e(K: L) - [e(K: L) 0 (l)]. Now 
e(L’: k) contains a component equal to e; - 1 and e(L: k) is obtained from 
e(L’ : k) by increasing that component by 1. 
On the other hand e(K: k) - e(K: L) is also obtained from e(K: k) - 
[e(K: L) @ 1 ] by increasing one component of the latter by 1. If e(K: L) has 
length m then the component to be increased is e,, , - 1. Now m > i - 1 
since the first i - 1 elements of the PGS a, ,..., a, were not in L. The 
component to be increased is therefore not greater than e, - 1. Since e; > ei 
the assertion follows from Lemma 6.6. 1 
This theorem puts stricter bounds on the number of connected components 
of IL(p’, K) since it limits the partitions of r which may appear as the Pickert 
exponents of intermediate fields. These exponents may be viewed as lattice 
points in the part of R” defined by x, > x2 > .+. > x,. We do not know if 
there are any additional restrictions on the set of lattice points. 
“Inseparable Galois theory” was initiated in 1944 by Jacobson [ 81 who 
described intermediate fields of exponent 1 extensions as fixed fields of Lie 
algebras of derivations (cf. also [3)). Attempts to describe similarly all 
intermediate fields of extensions of higher exponent have been less successful. 
Our geometric approach is coarser but seems more tractable. Its central 
problem is to describe the components of !L(p’, K). We have a little infor- 
mation (and more conjectures), but the problem is far from being solved. 
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